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WeAreTheSolution
United to Prevent
(watsup!)

Supporting those who have fought, or are fighting,
the good fight against cancer.
Educating people on how to live an anti-cancer
lifestyle by eating real food and doing some movement.

Lisa Walker’s story - “Mommy, it will be otay”
On September 12, 2000 I received a
call from my surgeon informing me that
the biopsy was malignant. Our young
son Mickey (not yet 3 years old) walked
over to me, placing his hand on my knee
he said, “Mommy, it will be otay” Yes, he
said it like it is spelled. You could say he
was prophesying my healing.

through a series of tests before it was determined that I had Invasive
Ductal Carcinoma, Stage IV, Metastatic Breast Cancer that had spread
to my Liver and Bones, Progesterone and Estrogen positive, Her2
negative Hormone Receptors.
The disturbing part is that my annual mammogram a year prior came
back normal. Then in April of 2016, I visited the doctor having noticed
some abnormalities in my breast. She stated that my last mammogram
was normal and she didn’t see a need to be worried so we would
“watch” and monitor. I am convinced that my cancer would not have
been found by traditional breast screenings and am VERY lucky that I
listened to my body, to things that just weren’t normal and pursued to
see what the issue was.

I remember vividly crying the next day,
“God, forgive me for being fearful”. It was
as if I was transformed to a new life. For a
while, I wanted to go back to September
11th. That is, until 2001.
My treatment was a strong and aggressive approach making sure
that the cancer would be destroyed. Dr. Bud Pierce became hero
number 3 in my life. My husband, our Son and Dr. Pierce made that
7-month journey tolerable. Bud approached every aspect with a desire
for patient quality and comfort.
While this event nearly 21 years ago shook me, I do not regret the
experience. I learned so much about healing inside and out. The
kindness I received from so many was awe- inspiring. Other survivors I
met gave me great hope! Especially the lady at the clothing store who
recognized me, and said, “great article! I am a twenty-year survivor”.
My faith in God’s providence has grown, and continues to inspire me
to tell the story of HOPE! The Cancer diagnoses no longer must be a
death sentence. Work to be a sign of hope to others. Share your story,
and no matter what, reach out to others. Ask questions! Every human
being has a story, can offer greatness, and needs joy. We are all in this
together for a greater glory!

Victoria Shinn’s story - So began the journey
I was exposed to the unforgiving cancer world from an early age of
5 when my father was diagnosed with Hodgins, was treated and gone
in 7 weeks from diagnosis at age 42. Then over the years I watched
as countless friends, neighbors, community members and additional
family members were diagnosed with various cancers. I was 45 years
of age when my mother who was 77, was diagnosed with esophageal
cancer, treated and gone in 14 months. Two years later, my sister who
was 56 years of age was diagnosed with late stage Ovarian Cancer and
passed in 3 ½ months from her diagnosis.
In 2016 I began having very minor stomach issues that would
come and go. Thinking it was due to what I was eating and/or stress,
I paid attention to the signs but initially thought they would pass. I
did my normal holistic approaches for a few weeks of a clean diet,
acupuncture, acidophilus supplements, papaya enzymes and the
symptoms subsided for a while. Then I would slip back to normal
eating and the minor stomach issues returned. I finally went to the
doctor just to have it checked. Initially the tests indicated that it could
be my Gall Bladder so a CT Scan was ordered. The CT Scan came
back that “my liver looked odd and more testing was needed.” I went

In a way, subconsciously, I had been waiting for a cancer diagnosis
during my lifetime, but never really thought it would transpire, but here
I was. Knowing what I had seen over my 56 years of life with cancer
around me, I was very familiar with the course cancer usually takes and
an initial fear that was terrifying came over me, then my mind went into a
fight mode that has never wavered. I said, “Ok, what do we need to do”.
So began the journey. We began with traditional Chemotherapy
regimen along with holistic support from acupuncture, lymph drainage
therapy, exercise, prayers and a LOT of support. I am one that
immediately engaged my family, co-workers, friends and community
members, letting them know of my diagnosis and what I would ask of
them. I asked for support, articles, ideas,
connections to medical options, keeping me
on track with my daily routine and for me this
was an enormous help.
I had eight months of Chemotherapy,
beginning with one drug in the “cocktail”
and ended with two Chemotherapy drugs
in my “cocktail”. At the end of the eight
months, I had my first PET Scan followed
by my next Oncology visit on the day of my
Chemotherapy. The doctor came in the exam
room, sat down and began reviewing my
PET Scan results with us. She began by saying there are “no active hot
spots”. I heard her, but responded with “that sounds ok, but what does
this mean”. She said that it means the Cancer is quiet. This is when my
doctor said “no, we are cancelling the traditional chemo”. My doctor
continued to say, we are taking you off of traditional chemotherapy
and transitioning you to a daily regimen of a hormone blocker called
Arimidex.
I have continued with PET Scans and monitoring every 3 months for
several years and recently transitioned to PET Scans every 6 months.
Each PET Scan got better in respect to my bone lesions heeling to
no changes. I just completed my 12th PET Scan and am here to say,
once again, it is clear! I am humbled daily to know what can, could and
does happen with cancer, to knowing I am thriving at this time. I am in
constant amazement and determined to help others battling this horrific
diagnosis to provide support and hope. Listen to your body, if it’s not
normal check it out until you now the “why’s”. Be your own advocate.
NEVER stop your fight no matter how weary you become. Share your
story as it just may help others as they go through this battle.
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Doreen Davidson’s story
“Chronic over terminal”

Jill Ward, (newest Kicking-Cancer board member)
“Something to offer everyone ”

In early 2019, I found a lump in my left breast. I panicked. It came out
of nowhere. I quickly made an appointment and within a week I was
getting a mammogram. My mammogram came back clear, but because
there was an obvious lump I was referred to have an ultrasound. I had
stage 0 DCIS cancer. I had a lumpectomy and 21 days of radiation. I
was done. I won! I was in the clear. (We thought)

I have known Baron
Robison, Kicking-Cancer’s
Founder and Executive
Director, through Toastmasters
for about 10 years. He asked
me almost 3 years ago to help
him with the accounting for
the budding organization that
is now Kicking-Cancer. This
organization really grew from
Baron’s love for his sister into
a love for all humanity that all
of us share with him. It has
been touching, and inspiring
for me to watch KickingCancer grow. Having been
involved with Kicking-Cancer
almost from the beginning, I
have had the opportunity to
watch it evolve and its mission solidify and gain focus. Baron has done
an amazing job of bringing Kicking-Cancer into the public eye through
his tireless efforts and devotion to the cause. He really lives KickingCancer every day.

Fast forward.....Thanksgiving 2020. My side/back hurt so bad I
couldn’t even prepare food for the day. That weekend my fiancé and
his kids and I went and rented a house on the dunes, a favorite place
to be. We rode all weekend, had a huge turkey dinner, and my pain
progressed. After about a month of chiropractor visits, they finally
referred me to have some scans. The chiropractor called. I had 14
bulging discs, spinal stenosis, and degeneration. Then, I get a call from
my regular doctor, and he
needs to see me within
24 hours. I was terrified.
He had received a copy of
my scans. He asked one
question that changed my
life. “Do you know what
metastasis means?” Not
only were there disc issues.
I also had metastasis in
many places: down my
spine, my pelvis, and my
sacrum had a large tumor.
By the time all scans were
done, we found I had two
fractures in my pelvis/
sacrum, one on my pubic
bone, one in my ribs, and
one in my spine. I was a
MESS.
Stage 4. For the first
month I was immobile
due to fractures and pain. I wondered how I would leave my 15 year
old son, and my 20 year old daughter, who is severely disabled with
cerebral palsy, so she’s much like a big baby and needs full time care.
I had a rough start. 3 sets of radiation took a lot out of me. Then I got
COVID. Then my meds caused my white blood cell count to be too low,
so I ended up hospitalized, where I learned two blood clots had broken
free from my legs and were in my lungs, and there were two left in my
legs. Add blood thinners to my ever growing list of meds.
I am now almost 6 months into treatment. My cancer is estrogen/
progesterone positive, HER2 negative. I take a hormone blocker and
a targeted therapy much like chemo. I’ve learned stage 4 metastatic
breast cancer is not an immediate death sentence. You hope science
and research stays one step ahead, so that you DON’T run out of time.
My treatment never ends. It ends when my life ends. That’s one of the
biggest misunderstandings with this disease. I prefer to say chronic
over terminal.
I’m trying to find the joys every day. I am still in great pain, though
it has gotten better. I went from a walker to a cane, to just walking
different than my normal. I’m trying to be positive, and hope for many
more years. But I have also always been a realist. I have some dark
days. I cannot lie.
I hope to have many years with my family and friends. At 48, my life
is so good. I am in such a happy place. I really am surrounded by a lot
of good. I have to remind myself often. Cancer can’t steal that away
right now. I live one day at a time. I find it hard to plan ahead. Cancer
can’t steal all my joy, all my happy times. Those are here to stay.

My personal WHY comes from two places. One, I like almost
everyone, have known many family and friends who endured cancer.
Some have lived and beaten it, including my Mom, who was diagnosed
at 62 with breast cancer and lived another 30+ years before Alzheimer’s
and pure old age took her from us. Many, sadly, have succumbed,
including friends with breast, colon, lung, brain, uterine, among other
cancers. One very close family member lives with chronic lymphocytic
leukemia. Even I have survived a non-life threatening skin cancer called
basal cell carcinoma. The memory of the suffering and deprivation of
life for those lost drives me to want to help others who will suffer this
dreaded disease. Healthy lifestyle and eating practices do so much,
including helping to avoid cancer. Plus, offering support to those
fighting cancer and their families is so important.
The other WHY for me comes from a deep gratitude for my good
health. At 61, I have had my share of dings and dents to my body, but
my overall health is excellent. I will take some of the credit, for living
and eating fairly healthy. I also credit my parents with passing along
good genes. I want to be part of a movement to get more people to
love their bodies and treat them with the respect the only body they will
ever have deserves. I want to help support the people fighting cancer,
and their families. Don’t get me wrong…it’s not someone’s fault if they
get cancer. So many variables lead to cancer, many of them probably
still unknown. All we can do with our lifestyle and eating is lessen our
chances of getting it or increase our chances of surviving it. Anyone
can get cancer, no matter how they live.
Kicking-Cancer isn’t doing groundbreaking research for cures or
inventing drugs to treat or fight cancer. Others with the education and
skills are doing that work, and I support them in my heart. KickingCancer is providing support TODAY helping people to live better
and, as part of that, help to avoid cancer altogether. The organization
educates to help all eat smarter and live better. It helps families to pay
better attention to the members who don’t have cancer but need to be
loved and nurtured, and, it raises money for individuals fighting cancer
to help defray the financial damage that cancer can inflict. The pillars
of Kicking-Cancer: Support, Education and Action have something to
offer everyone.
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